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THE STEIN
different at UMP. Our Student
Senate knew nearly a month ago
that, unless action were taken
quickly, we would be in danger
of losing our university as it now
The Ladder of Success
exists. If the Senate had caused
Max Millard
enough disturbance, the truth of
the corruption behind the MajorIn May 1921, President War- political leaders as impassioned ity Report would have reached
ren G. Harding made the biggest humanists with no desire other many influential ears . in the
mistake of his dismal cai:eer. He than to serve their fellow man. Portland area. Drew · Pearson
transferred control of several ·na- But it is also very unrealistic to had so many scandals to expose
val oil fields to Secretary of the think this way. Most politicians that few of them stayed in the
Interior Albert Fall. Shortly af, are egotistical, power-hungry press for more than a few days.
terwards, Fall stealthily negotia- hypocrites, whose only desire is Our Student Senate had one scanted an agreement with oil mag- to climb as high as possible on dal to bring to the public's atmite Edward Doheny for the the ladder of success. The late tention. But they blew it.
drilling of .the .Elk Hills reserve. Drew Pearson had a keen eye
Yes, thousands cheered on
It was not iong before this fact for those who tried to find short- Moratorium Day when Student
was brought to light, however. cuts up the ladder. He was a- Senate President Peter GoranFall resigned in 1923 and in 1929 mazed to discover that, no mat- ites stood on the steps of Portwas found guilty of bribery in .ter how often certain politicians land City Hall and declared, "No
accepting $100,000 cash sent to were exposed in the· press, their president, whether he's the Presihim in a "little black bag" by -status in the community would dent of a student body, a rotary
Doheny. He was sentenced to a rarely be affected. This, Pearson _ club or a 11ation, has the right
year in jail and fined $100,000. concluded, was because only a to turn a deaf ear to those who
Doheny was acquitted in 1930 of small percentage. of the popula- he represents." But tell me,
tion bothered to read the news- Peter - · what do you think you
attempting to bribe Fall.
Indeed, men of high office paper, and an even smaller per- have been doing for the past
cannot always be trusted. It is centage believed what they read. month, since the Senate's unaniHowever, the situation is quite mous statement against the Portvery comforting to think of our

DISCONTE·NTMENT

land Press Herald? I'll tell you
what you've been doing: you have
not only turned a deaf ear, but
you have also instilled a false
sense of hope into UMP's student body. Hundreds of our students have trusted in the power
of the Senate, while that power
has never even existed.
The last Student Senate meeting did not completely ignore
the merger issue7 Instead, it was ·
given five lines in the Minutes
under the category "Old Business". It is a fact of human nature that ninety-eight percent of
all people,. no matter how · smart
they are, will do the convenient
- thing instead of the wise thing,
and kid themselves into thinking that they can somehow escape the consequences. And it is
a tragedy that our highest student leader is not a member of
the two percent. I will admit
that it is a thousand times easier
to criticize than to do. I will
also admit that presidents often
receive an unjust amount of
criticism by acting as scapegoat
for all their subordinates. But

one fact remains: "Mr. Goranites
copped out on us when we needed him most.
The Majority Report, contrary
to popular opinion, was _not hastily thrown together by a group
of drunken administrator at an
all-night binge. Rather, the Majority Report pretends to be the
end result of hundreds of hours
of intelligent research by 23 representative Task Force members
appointed last May. The Plan
calls for a merger with Gorham
State to begin in the immediate
future, with a transference of all
four year programs to Gorham.
The purpose of this shift in Pro- grams: to save money. Why have ·
duplicate programs at two campuses only ten miles apart when
it is supposedly cheaper to have
them all at one campus? All
right, then let's have all the dining facilities at one campus.
Even better, let's have all the
bathrooms at one campus. How
brilliant can you get! But please,
let Portland get the bathrooms.
Gorham is out in the middle of
the woods anyway.
So, the Majority Plan is recognized by the public as UMP's
official stand on the merger. On
Wednesday November 11th, the
HEP Commission, having consid,
ered this , "official" consensus
opinion, will present its recommendations to the Board of
Tjustees. On December 19th the
Board of Trustees will present
its recommendations to the state
legislature, and in January the
legislature will, in all probability,
vote UMP out of existence.
But if the Majority Report
truly reflects campus opinion on
the merger, why did 500 students
show up in the cafeteria on October 29th? Just a few weeks
ago you simply couldn't get five
hundred students together without adYi!rtising a free showing of
"I- am Curious ( enow)" wit
free drinks served by topless
waitresses. It is too bad that
the Majority ·Report has been so
badly received. It could have
been a perfect document, but un•
fortunately the Task Force forgot to put a final touch to it: a
match.
Meanwhile, back at the chancellor's office, Mr. McNeil had
several comments regarding the
mass· meeting in the cafeteria.
He expressed surprise that so
many students were worried
about the future of their university, and said, "Nobody will be
hurt." He then praised the interest of UMP students who circulated petitions. "This shows
they're involved," he said. Thank
you for your two cents' worth,
Chancellor. Better sell it fast be' fore the market falls.
One of the greatest aspects of
our judicial ,system is the law
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 3)
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The college you can't get into without a job.
The college is ours-Western Electric's Corporate Education
Center in Hopewell, New Jersey. ·
Like your college, ours has a campus with dorms, dining halls,
labs and a library. Unlike yours, you can't get into ours without a job.
A job at Western Electric.
Our students-engineers, managers and other professionalsdevelop and expand their skills through a variety of courses, from
corporate operations to computer electronics. TQ help bring better
telephone service and equipment, through the Bell System.
For information contact your placement office. Or write: College
Relations Manager, Western Electric Co., Room 2500, 222 Broadway, •
New York, New York 10038. An equal opportunity employer.
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which allows any convicted person to appeal to a higher court.
If an American citizen is condemned to die after being tried
in a country court, he -has the
right to appeal his case to a new
jury at the state supreme court.
Justice in its purest form is virtually guaranteed by this system,
for two reasons: first, no sentence can be passed unless every
member of the jury is in agreement, and second, every member
of the jury is chosen at random
so as to minimize prejudice. ,
Let us suppose that a -small
American community decided to
warp the judicial laws when a
certain citizen was unjustly accused of grand larceny. This
community brought the accused
man to trial, and 55% of the jury
condemned him to death (in this
community, only a majority vote
was needed.) The man appealed
his sentence to a higher court.
Again, more than half gave him
thumbs down. So he appealed to
a still higher court. This time
he might have won his freedom,
but unfortunately sonie members
of the previous jury were allowed
to stay on and vote again. Fina.Uy, the miserable victim appealed his case to the fourth and
highest court. But again, several
jurists were allowed to return,
and the poor man was hanged
shortly after the trial.
Now let us build upon our
fantasy. Suppose that the . innocent man had the peculiar name,
Ump. Suppose that he were accused of committing grand larceny against the State of Maine
by building duplicate facilities
in Portland and Gorham. And
suppose that court known as the
Task Force voted 11 to 9 that
Ump should be put to death.
Then, suppose that -the next

highest court were called the ·
HEP Commission, and that 28%
of the jurists on the HEP Commission were also jurists on the
two higher courts, known as the
Board of Trustees and the state
legislature. Isn't it ·strange how
reality can sometimes be less belie_vable than fantasy?
Indeed, our university is on
trial for its life. And because
eight of the twenty-nine members of the HEP Commission also ·
belong to either the Board of
Trustees or the state legislature,
UMP will need more than Prayers if it is to continue as a fouryear institution. Next September, in all probability, our campus will be nothing more than
a two-year community college.
To some, this is a shame. To
others, it is undemocratic. To
me, it is a mockery of justice
unparalleled in jugheadedness
since Secretary Fall' was convicted of receiving a bribe that Doheny Was acquitted of paying.
The administration have been
playing dirty football , but they
_have nothing to worry about now.
They are ahead ~Y twenty-five
points with only two minutes left
in the game, and right now the
clock is running. The administration know they have us _beat.
The only question left in my
mind is - why? Why should any
intelligent person want to destroy
the only urban university in the
state?
·
Politics. Selfish, under-thecounter political agreements
which involve not only our administration, but also our Board
of Trustees and the state legislature. This is the only conceivable answer.
It is a hard and bitter fact of
life that certain climbers on the
ladder of success find that the
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greatest heights are attained by
those who kiss the feet of everyone above them and kick the
heads of those beneath them.
Kindly watch your foot, Donald.

I am Curious Yellow- 4 wk.
Run, Cut Short Day Prior to
Termination - Took a Long
Time For The Right Person
to See It.

AS SEEN BY HOLT

port is finally accepted and put
into effect. Emotion is rising
among students of both UMP and
Gorham State and two sides are
forming, · both hostile to · each
other. This is no way to conduct
any political or moral campaign.
Instead, it leads to hard feelings
on both sides and hurts the institution as a whole. However,
at this time, this columnist wants
to offer a few words of advice to
all members of a college population. We are mature adultssupposedly-and should use common sense in this matter. But
. . . any decision that affects us
as does the merger should provide a stimulus to greater action
on our part to take . a position.
P.U.M.P. has already started this.
However, if we fail-if a merger
takes place under- the recommendations of the "majority report"
immediately, it should be up _to
the students ·to_ show in some·
way, their feelings -about the decision. It must be a mature and
reasonable protest and not be irrational in scope. I would advocate at least a day-long boycott
of classes by both faculty and
students. Perhaps other activiies could be set up as long as
they did not violate the disciplinary Code. We must be willing to
support this - but we can't act
in a childish way just because we
did not get what we wanted.
If it involves going to Gorham, ·
then let's make the best of it. If
we become the major campus of
the USM complex, let's welcome
the Gorham students and help
them get adjusted to city life.
But in whatever way we act, let
it be logical and realistic in
scope. Until then, we must work
together to support what we feel
is best. We must be unified.

In the sequence of events that
have led up to the current contraversy over the possible UMPGorham merger, it would appear
that the students · voice is being
heard at last. The Protection of
UMP Committee is involving the
talents of much of the student
population. The faculty, in in. formal interviews, has vocalized
its feeling to this columnist. All
in all many people on this camEd. Note: This shall be the
pus fear what the future might , last contribution of Mr. Holt's to
hold if th current. .majnrity re- the...Stein - hy his own decision.
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November 20, 21, & 22 6 P.M. to Midnight

THE
371 FOREST AVENUE
(Formerly The Gardens)
Elizabethan Decor - Good Food & .Drink.
Stop In and Have A Cool One.
Managed By BRIAN LEGARD
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MAINE
IF WE MAKE
PEACEFUL
REVOLUTION
IMPOSSIBLE
WE MAKE
VIOLENT
REVOLUTION
INEVITABLE

by Stephen Yates
A coalition on National Priorities and Military policy has called for meetings to be held across
the nation on Dec. 13 and 14 to
organize a lobbying campaign to
induce Congress to spend more
on local community problems.
The coalition i's made up of 29
peace, church, and political action groups. As o.f yet no plans
have been made for meetings on
this campus. Anyone wishing
more information contact the
Stein.

This is one of the many cards
you can get free from Promot- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -ing Enduring Pe.ace. This organization's main purpose is to
print peace literature and send
Intense suffering has been imit out free except for- postage. posed on the children of VietThis month's list of literature in- nam. They have not faken sides
cludes:
in the war but have had to take
A GENERATION IN SEARCH the consequences of that brutal
OF A FUTURE BY GEORGE conflict. A group of Americans
WALD.
· who feel a deep responsibility
THE POLITICS OF HUNGER, for these children have formed
JOHN A. HAMILTON.
Committee of Responsibility to
RED WHITE AND BLUE raise money to save these childFACISM.
ren. So far 54 children have
ON BRINGING DEMOCRACY been brought to this country and
TO AMERICA, N.t\T HENTOFF. given medical treatment. But
ON UN.
this is only the beginning. More
A, VIETNAM REAPPRISAL, children need help and more
CLARK CLIFFORD.
money needs to be raised. AtTINDERBOX
IN
LATIN tempts are now under way to
AMERICA, SOL. M. LINOWITZ. form a state wide committee. If
Any of these articles will be you would like to help contact
sent to you if you write to Pro- the Stein.
moting Enduring Peace Inc. P.O.
Box 103 Woodmont, Conn. 06460.

a

Every year the Children of ApIt's morning. A June one. You got up by lamplight and ma,de
palachia are faced with the prossure
you'd be there. You set a ragged tarp down on a niggardly
pect of going to school without
bit
of
earth - jmst a short way up 'from the quiet, dark-marbled
warm clothes or shoes. For
many of the little ones this water of the small harbor below.
means that they will be unable
Good thing you borrowed that tarp. "Clever devil", you pride
to continue school .once winter
yourself.
Least it'll keep your bottom dry after you've sat awhile.
comes. The Appalachian Relief
Committee is . working hard to
As you seat yourself Indian fashion, several muscle groups
find clothes for these children. send you the message - it's a little different from that padde4
If you have ,anything that you breakfast nook at home. Then the scanty turf betrays a sharp bit
would like to send to them send • of granite mother nature didn't quite sweep under her rug. That's
it to Box 113, Pleasant Hill,
okay. Jus scrunch around a bit and your haunches will come to'
Tenn. 38578.
reasonable terms with her. It occurs to you that, after all, she
+-------------,
didn't :really know you were coming.
·It's about 4:00 by your wristwatch. Still pretty dark. You
The state now has a pollution · yawn. No matter. A slug of your own coffee will burn the fuzz
complaint center where you can ·from your mind. Warms the gut, too. Feels good.
call to report a pollution viol.a,
Sure its' a little ea1:ly - damp and chilly, too. But you re
tion. The Center is ope.n 24 hours
and the number is 2S!;J,2383 •
prepared. Suddenly, a few clanks, a splat, a metallic whine, and
a goan -enlarge your world. It's that boat over there. A fisherman
.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ shuffing and thumping around in the dim light available to his 30odd foot anachronism.
NOTICES:
A few more whines, a clunk. A throaty, garbled gesture to
Sorry: We've run out of our
Man's handier Fates punctuates the complaints of wood and metal.
supply of Governor Curtis auIt's a sensible mix. That much you know.
.
tographs . . . Due to the acPresently, the steady rumbling hum of the fisherman's engine
celerated demand. N.B. There ·
pierces your half-dark setting, picks out the dank, gauzed harbor's
are still available photographs
of the Governor's teeth - in
edge, climbs the surrounding banks, spreads over the road and
living color.
.
around the gaunt frame structures of the community - then Hows
Also copies of the voice
away into the wooden c.ushion which has become, as you now scan
print of his voice entoning
it, your horizon.
the phrase . . . "I consider
that a compliment."
Your world - the rocks, the sod, the water, the woods, the
- works and working of man and men expand into a sky which
brightens, tints, defines both itself and its counterpart below.
This is what .you came out for this morning. It's dawn in the
state of Maine.

COTE= I I E I IO di VIIELLD
PARMIGIANO con SALZA
POMMODORO.

no-no for them is a yes-yes for REALISTIC.

0 CIELO!

RADIO SHACK has more hi-6 under $100 than most folks .have

QUE BUONO PRANZO E
CON UNO PREZZO !
Namely, our
Veal Cutlet Parmesan
with Tomato Sauce.

CHEAP isn't a word used by the Audio Establishment. But a

under $2001 Cheap? Yes! and . Great .•.
Anips from $49.95 -

Turntables from $29.95

Tuners from $59.95 -

A great · dinner, still
only $3.65 with
translation included.

Speakers from $9.95

RADIO .SHACK

There's more to
Valle's than just
terrific steaks and
great lobster.

PINE TREE SHOPPING CENTER

VALLE'S, mia bella!

be habit forming

PORTLAND: 1140 Brighton Ave. - Tel. 774-4551
KITTERY: Interstate 95 - Tel. 439-0010

i. _______

IS JIM GRADY-----------

------ REALLY A LESLIE? ______
To find out see "The Hostage"
a wierd old play by Brendan
Behan. Directed by former
UMP student director Henry
Zacchini. (Remember "Diary
of a Madman.") Nov. 19, 20,
21, 22 at the Moulton Theatre, Westbrook Junior College
8:30 P.M. A fifty cent donation will be extracted. ----------
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HOW COME
Young Americans For Freedom?
by Martin W. Murphy, President

pot where ideas, opinions and
points of view can be aired and
discussed ·with the result a better informed and educated student who is prepared to engage
in action on a meaningful and
constructive level.

The U.M.P. organization of
Young Americans for Freedom
is exactly that and nothing more.
We adhere to the belief that
through serious unemotional dialogue alternatives can be found
for those things which we con•
In line with this policy of
sider to be wrong in American Y.A.F. the club hopes to sponsor
society. We reject the concept the appearance of speakers, films
• that one should consider tearing · and other projects to · increase
down the institutions in society the interest and awareness of
while offering nothing to replace the whole student body and comthem.
munity in the intricate business
of working within the political
As with any organization that structure. Having a command of
is involved with the subject of how the political system works
politics the Young Americans for and how one makes improveFreedom at U.M.P. has become ments on it · is the desired obstereotyped even before it is a jective of Y.A.F.
fully formed . and operational student activity. Some people be- , There are some clubs on collieve the existence of Y.A.F. at lege and university campuses
the national level was a result of who believe that slogans and
reaction to the radical and often· name-calling
are
productive
violent tactics of groups !ike the methods of achieving change. All
Students for a Democratic So- the marching and banner wav•
ciety. Although this is in part ing in the world is void of meantn,1.e, the U.M.P. Young Ameri- ing if no serious thought is given
cans for Freedom has no affilia- for a course of action which
tion with any national organiza- when applled is workable. Negation· of the same name, thus for tive approaches to the immense
us S.D.S. is a matter of disinter- problems of politics -accomplish
est. The ·Y.A.F. at U.M.P. is an , at their very best polarization
independent club ,formed by stu- and hardening of feelings on
dents interested in discussing both sides of a given question.
politics, economics and social Anyone · who believes that our
questions.
The members of getting into Vietnam and the
Y.A.F. represent all points of the method for getting out is so simpolitical spectrum from liberal, ple that a day of speeches and
middle-of-the-roa!i to conserva- marching is the answer has to
tive. This broad range of ideo- be naive. Things that take years
logies br:ought together in a sin- to bring about are not undone in ·
gle club creates a sort of melting a day, a week, or even months.

It has been observed that although the desire is sincere, a
substantial number 0£ students
have little knowledge of the vast
number of considerations which
should be taken into account
when discussing our Vietnam
dilemma. Students, perhaps because of their age, tend to employ much emotionalism thus
leaving little room to study . the
facts. How many students know
the reason the United States lost
so many pilots and planes over
North Vietnam was because sat- '
uration bombing was ruled out
and pin-point bombing, which
requires
very low flying altitude, was. used to avoid killing
civilians? How many realize that
up until 1965 American military
helicopters could only fire when
fired upon? How many knew the
North Vietnamese claimed only
378 civilian deaths from bombing
through the first half of 1967 in
their area and in the same pel'.iod, Viet Cong terrorists killed .
or kidnaped 2,752 civilians i~
the south? . And, last but not
least, how , many know that the
policy followed by President
Nixon is virtually the same one
outlin~d by the late Robert Kennedy in his book, "To Seek a
Newer World?" Without . facts
thoughtful suggestions are as
scarce as hens' teeth.

a

Y.A.F. hopes to shed some
light where there is darkness and
present logic where ther e is emotionalism for it is well to note
Winston Churchill when he said,
"If you're not a liberal when
you're twenty you haven't got a
heart; and if you're not a conservative when you're forty you
haven't go_t a brain."
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